Tires and Treads

A PIT-STOP GLANCE AT TIRE HISTORY

D

By Kenneth E. Seaton

U N L O P ,
GOODYEAR,
MICHELIN,
THE NAMES ROLL
OF THE TONGUE
LIKE…WELL, TIRES
ON A ROAD. JOHN BOYD DUNLOP, CHARLES GOODYEAR AND
EDOUARD & ANDRE MICHELIN
COULD ARGUABLY BE CALLED THE
FOUNDING FATHERS OF TODAY’S
TIRES. WITHOUT THEM DRIVERS,
QUITE POSSIBLY, COULD STILL BE
DRIVING AROUND ON THEM “OLDE
TYME” TIRES!
Before the late 1800s carriages and the
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like, travelled around on tires consisting
of heavy solid iron-clad wooden wheels.
Over time a leather rim was added to
make for a smoother ride. These tires
eventually evolved into wheels that were
made from solid rubber. These eventually
morphed into the more modern pneumatic, or air inflated radial tires of today.
Because their tires were permanently
mounted to the wheels, whenever the
rubber tire wore out, drivers had to replace the entire wheel. This procedure
often turned out to be a very time consuming and difficult process. In the early
19th century the paths & roadways were
made of hard earth, stone and often just
unpaved fields. At that time, wood or metal tires were the only wheels that could
withstand the harsh road conditions.
There are claims that in 1890 some
British inventors first came up with the
concept for the detachable pneumatic tire.
However, the first effective useable tire is

generally credited to Edouard Michelin.
He patented his version for bicycles in
1891. Shortly after, in 1911 Philip Strauss
invented a combination tire and air-filled
inner tube pneumatic tire that automobiles could travel on.

RUBBER RULES THE ROAD
Rubber’s role was greatly transformed
for the better, when in 1839 American inventor Charles Goodyear, came up with
the process to vulcanize rubber. Apparently, he invented the process by accident
while working on another project. He
toiled on it for years and in 1844 patented
the process. However, it would take another 50 years or so before the first vulcanized rubber tires would appear on
cars.
The Scot’s were also focusing on tires.
In 1845 Scottish inventor Robert Thomson
created and patented the process for constructing an inflatable pneumatic tire that

had an inner tube. Unfortunately, since
his design was considered so ahead of its
time and also very costly to mass produce,
it attracted little interest.
The concept of a pneumatic tire was
re-invented in the 1880s by another Scotsman. John Boyd Dunlop was an inventor
and veterinary surgeon who wanted to
give his young son a more comfortable
ride on his bike. He developed the first
practical pneumatic or air-holding cycle
tire. Once in production it became an instant hit with bicyclists.
In 1888 Karl Benz, one of Mercedes
Benz’s founders, invented a new type of
tire for Mercedes Benz’s newly built automobile to run on. It had a metal framed
tire that was covered with rubber and
filled with air. Purportedly, this was the
birth of the automotive pneumatic or air
filled tire and it went on to revolutionize
the automotive world.
Karl Benz’s tire was filled with air but
it didn’t have any tread and was as bald as
today’s racing slicks. It wasn’t until 1905
that tread – because of the typically wet
and muddy road conditions – was added
to a tire’s surface. The addition of tire
tread was also a move to try and prevent
tires blowing out and also to help protect
vehicles undercarriages. Up and until 1923
automotive tires were mostly thin and tall,
much like the today’s modern bicycle tire.
The Michelin brothers, André and Édouard raced on pneumatic tires for the
first time in the 1895 Paris-Bordeaux-Paris
automobile race. At the time, the tires that
their competitors were racing on were
made up of either iron or solid rubber.
Derision followed the “air tyre” and it was
at first branded as impractical.
It’s noteworthy that during the course
of the race their car experienced a large
number of flat tires. Conversely, the vehicles frequent flats may also have been a
result of the substandard turn of the century road conditions. Perhaps resultantly,
in 1904 mountable rims were introduced
that allowed drivers to fix their own flat
tires.

the General Tire Company came out with
its own larger tire by releasing its General
Balloon Jumbo automotive tire. The companies advertising material claimed that
the tires “required much lower air pressure and provided a far more comfortable
ride than conventional tires”.
Due to the development of the balloon tire, vehicle manufactures were now
able to build lighter, more maneuverable
automobiles that delivered superior gas

mileage. Other major driver benefits – resulting directly from the wider and thicker
tires – were; smoother rides as the tires
absorbed so much more road shock, vehicle steering became easier and was greatly improved, drivers could drive for longer
periods with much less fatigue.
Originally, for the first 25 years or so,
automotive tires used to be white. This
was a result of the addition of a strengthening agent named “zinc oxide”. The zinc

LARGER TIRES MADE FOR SMOOTHER RIDES
The 1920s was a period famous for
“Flappers” but it also became known as
a period were automakers decided that
bigger was better! In 1923 the Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company launched the
“balloon tire”. Its new low-pressure tire
greatly improved vehicles handling and
performance. The larger tires came with a
much larger contact area to connect with
the road surface.
Not to be left behind, in the mid-1920s
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oxide was added during the manufacturing process to reinforce the rubber, but
one unusual side effect was it also turned
the tires a bright white.
Researchers – similarly in the early
1920s – in an effort to make tires even
more resilient, used carbon black to make
tires more durable and longer lasting.
Adding carbon black to the untreated
rubber increased the road-wear abrasion factor by almost 100 times. This also
improved the tires tensile strength by as
much as 1000% and similarly reduces hot
spots on the tires.
In 1931, the DuPont Company refined
the use of synthetic rubbers. This accounted for an increase in tire production in an
industry which used to be totally dependent upon natural rubber. Synthetic rubber
shepherded in a turning point in the development of tire production. All modern
tires employ a blend of natural and synthetic rubber first pioneered by Du Pont.

BIAS PLY, RADIAL, TUBELESS AND
RUN FLAT TIRES
In 1910 tire manufactures developed a
new tire making process. Sheets of cotton
cord material were cut to an angle, layered and then it was molded into sheets of
rubber. Voilà, the “bias ply tire” was born.
It went on to become an industry standard
for the next fifty years. Nowadays, bias-ply
tires can be found as original equipment
on antique and collector cars, as well as
a select number of off road tractor tires.
Steel-belted radial tires were first invented in Europe and in 1948 the Michelin
Tire Company produced and introduced
the first commercially available steel-belted radial tire into the U.S. market. Steelbelted radial tires derived its name from
the way that the tire’s cords were positioned at a 90 degree angle (radially) to
the wheel.
Radial tires provided uniform contact
of the tread with the road surface, which
resulted in better driving stability at higher speeds and longer tread life. Additionally, the tires ran with less rolling resistance which increased fuel economy. However, steel-belted radial tires radials have a
harder riding quality, and are about twice
as expensive to make as other tires.
Tubeless tires were developed in 1947
by the B.F. Goodrich Company as they
and other manufactures were looking for
ways to relieve the high cost of oil prices.
Tubeless tires contributed to the lessening
of the vehicle’s weight, thus accounting for
a significant savings in a vehicle owners
fuel costs. The design became standard in
1955 when Goodrich won the patents for
its tubeless tires.
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Through a method of reinforcing the
outer walls of the tire B.F. Goodrich developed a way to eliminate the inner tube.
By storing the pressurized air directly
within the tire walls they were able to, not
only greatly improve a tire’s life span &
reliability, but also make for a much more
comfortable ride.
For many years, vehicle tires were
made up of an inner tube that contained
compressed air and an outer casing. This
casing not only protected the inner tube,
but it also provided the tire with traction.
The 1954 Packard Clipper was the first
U.S. car to run on tubeless tires.
The run-flat tire was an idea that had
been hanging around since early in 1937.
Early tire manufacturers toiled on the concept of a tire that would allow for limited
mobility even in the event of a flat tire.
The run-flat tire was finely developed in
1979 and tires were manufactured that,
even with a puncture, could continue
driving at 80 km/h for another 80 kilometres.

WHEN WHITEWALLS WERE ALL THE
RAGE AND OTHER NOTABLES
The first whitewall tires – picture Oreo
cookies – were made by Vogue Tyres of
Chicago in 1914. The process developed
when a carbon black tread was melded
with a zinc white sidewall. Originally,
whitewalls were on both sidewalls of the
tire. Since, cars in those days had open
fenders pedestrians were able to see both
sides of the tires as the car motored by.
The first white side walled tire was
another fortunate accident. When tire
companies first began to roll new cars off
the assembly line with black tires – due to
production costs – they only added carbon black to the tread surface. The result
was a tire driving on tires with a white
sidewall.
As the look became more popular,
eventually a strip of white rubber was
added to the tire’s now all-black carcass
during the manufacturing process. Fashionable new car buyers could upgrade
their vehicles to have them equipped
wide whitewalls. The look was popular
for quite some time and is now associated
with classic cars.
Tires with white raised lettering appeared in the late 1960s and were often
marked with car or tire brand names.
The tires were manufactured in the same
fashion as whitewall tires. An extra step
covers the sidewall with black, and then a
grinder is used on the tire rubber to let the
white letters show through.
In 1934 Finland introduced snow and
winter tires. Nokian Tyres manufactured

snow tires for trucks that were designed
for handling stormy winter weather. They
also came out with the “Hakkapeliitta” the
first snow/winter tire for passenger cars
in 1936. Nokian tires are considered to be
one of the best in the industry and are still
in production today.
From the – it will be history at some
point file – is NASA’s new “spring tire” for
its future space rovers. NASA has developed a wheel made up of a strong and
light alloy that will be able to return to
its original shape if it becomes deformed.
The airless tire is composed of several
hundred coiled wires, which are woven
into a flexible mesh resembling chainmail.

AND FINALLY…FROM THE BELIEVE
IT OR NOT FILES
It may be hard to fathom but the LEGO
Company is the world’s largest tire manufacturer. Producing a staggering amount
of 318 million miniature tires annually,
that’s 870,000 per day. In 2012 LEGO was
awarded the Guinness World Record for
“Largest Tire Manufacturer per Year”. Who
knew that a kid’s imagination could pave
the way to heavy profits?
Did you know that the “Michelin Man”
a world-wide recognizable mascot, actually has a name? His name is Bibendum
– Bib to his friends’ – and he has been the
much-loved face of the MICHELIN brand
since 1898.
Throughout his early years he was
portrayed as gladiator, a kick boxer and a
lithe ballroom dancer. For a time he was
even depicted as a “good time Charlie”,
who drank beer and smoked cigars. It
wasn’t till the 1920s, that he became the
more familiar refined, family-friendly image of today.
Research compiled by the American
Automobile Association (AAA) found that
almost one-third or 28%, of 2017 new
model vehicles did not come equipped
with a spare tire. According to automakers this move was to help reduce weight
and improve fuel economy. Interestingly,
in 2016 the AAA responded to emergency
assistance calls from over 450,000 members. These calls were from members with
flat tires and their cars were not equipped
with a spare tire.
The World’s Largest Tire is 12-ton,
80-foot-tall tower of rubber. It first appeared as a Ferris wheel at the 1964-1965
New York World Fair. The Uniroyal tire
currently sits on the grounds of the company’s corporate offices located in Allen
Park, Michigan. Built to withstand hurricane-level gusts, the tire once – according
to urban legend – broke loose and rolled
across interstate highway I-94!

